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Abstract—Vehicle platooning has gained attention for its potential
to achieve an increased road capacity and safety, and a higher fuel
efficiency. Member vehicles of a platoon wirelessly communicate com-
plying with industrial standards such as IEEE 802.11p. By exchanging
information with other members via wireless communication, a pla-
toon member computes its desired acceleration which is then passed
on to the engine control system via in-vehicle network to physically
realize the acceleration. This leads to a multi-layer control scheme. The
upper-layer is influenced by the behavior of 802.11p communication
and network congestion due to transmissions by other vehicles in
the traffic. The lower-layer engine control loop communicates over
the fast and reliable in-vehicle networks (e.g., FlexRay, Ethernet).
Design of the overall system therefore depends on (i) the characteristics
of 802.11p-based communication (ii) the nature of the traffic (iii)
the control algorithms running at the two layers. We present a co-
simulation framework consisting of Matlab (for the multi-layer control
algorithms), ns-3 (for the 802.11p network) and SUMO (for the traffic
behavior). The framework can be used to validate different platooning
setups. As an illustrative case study, we consider a multi-layer control
strategy where the upper-layer uses Model Predictive Control (MPC)
at a rate in compliance with 802.11p and the lower-layer uses state-
feedback control at a higher sampling rate in line with in-vehicle
networking capabilities. The control strategy is evaluated considering
various realistic traffic and network congestion scenarios.

Index Terms—V2V communication, vehicle platoons, network sim-
ulator, traffic simulator, multi-layer control

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent technologies in in-vehicle networks, on-board computers

and Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication allow cooperative

driving between vehicles. Vehicle platooning is a promising cooper-

ative driving technique. A platoon of vehicles is defined as a group

of autonomous vehicles closely following each other and maintain-

ing a safe inter-vehicle distance. In a platoon, vehicle members

communicate with each other using V2V wireless communication

complying with industrial standards such as IEEE 802.11p along

with other on-board sensors such as radar and lidar. This allows

the status of a vehicle (velocity, acceleration, position, etc.) to be

made available to the following vehicles. With the help of such

richer information sharing, vehicle platoons achieve an increase in

road capacity, improved safety and better fuel efficiency [1].
One of the technologies that exists in almost every modern

vehicle is Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) [2]. With ACC, a vehicle

automatically adjusts its speed in order to keep a safe distance with

respect to its preceding vehicle by sensing its motion using on-

board sensors. To ensure safety, in ACC, the headway time (i.e.

the time needed by the follower vehicle to reach the position of

the preceding vehicle) between vehicles should be greater than 1s.

This improves road capacity and increases aerodynamics drag force

(i.e reduces fuel efficiency). Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control

(CACC) extends ACC functionality by sharing more vehicle in-

formation via V2V wireless communication. This allows a faster

response by the following vehicles and a significant reduction in

headway time compared to ACC [1].
A layered control architecture is adopted in recent studies for

control of platoon members both in ACC and CACC [3]. Generally,

the acceleration setpoint of a platoon member is computed based on

the information received from other platoon members via wireless

communication. Next, the acceleration setpoint is realized using the

engine control system within the vehicle. Such structure leads to a

two-layered control architecture.
In the context of CACC, multiple communication standards are

being considered by the automotive Original Equipment Man-

ufacturers (OEMs) for V2V communication, in particular IEEE

802.11p [4] and 5G [5]. The 5G standard aims for ultra high

reliability and low latency communication and several releases are

being worked on. In this work, we consider IEEE 802.11p. In the

IEEE 802.11p standard, Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAMs)

or beacons are used for safety applications such as platooning.

They are regularly broadcasted over the control channel between

vehicles with status information such as acceleration, velocity,

position, braking actions, road and intersection status [6]. A large

number of vehicles communicating via 802.11p (e.g., urban traffic)

causes channel overhead and network congestion leading to packet

losses and delays. The level of network congestion depends on

the vehicular density (in urban cities or highways), traffic behavior

and the number of vehicles equipped with V2V communication

devices.

Our contributions: We present a co-simulation framework that

allows to consider the above three aspects in early design –

network behavior, traffic behavior and layered control architecture.

In particular, our framework brings together (Fig. 1):

• realistic network simulator ns-3 [7]. ns-3 is a discrete-event

network simulator used to simulate V2V communication be-

tween platoon vehicles along with other vehicles to char-

acterize different network behaviors. ns-3 implements the

communication architecture for IEEE 802.11p.

• microscopic traffic simulator SUMO [8]. SUMO is designed

for generating real driving behavior on highways or urban traf-

fic and to provide a graphical user interface (GUI) to observe

the motion of vehicles. It allows to consider different road

types, traffic lights, intersections, slopes, additional vehicles

(e.g. cars, trucks, bicycles, trams, etc.) and pedestrians. By

increasing the number of vehicles in SUMO and by simulating

them in ns-3, it is possible to create congested networks
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Fig. 1: Proposed co-simulation framework with ns-3, SUMO and Matlab and interaction.

causing packet losses and delays.

• Matlab for design, analysis and evaluation of various control

architectures and strategies in presence of packet losses and

delays caused by the network congestion and the traffic

density.

As a case study, we present a two-layer platoon control architecture.

The upper-layer control is responsible for generating the acceler-

ation setpoint ensuring safety and efficiency. We consider Model

Predictive Control (MPC) for its ability to handle constraints and

its predictive behavior which is relevant to deal with packet losses.

The upper-layer is updated at 10Hz in compliance with the 802.11p

recommendation considering low channel load. The lower-layer

control is responsible to reach the acceleration setpoint as soon

as possible. We use state-feedback control at a higher rate (e.g.,

50Hz, 20Hz) which is supported by in-vehicle networks. We have

considered cases with various vehicular densities and 5 platoon

vehicles with all vehicles communicating over 802.11p using CAM

messages.
This paper is organized as follows. Related work is discussed in

Section II. Section III presents our co-simulation framework. We

describe communication, control and traffic behavior in Sections

IV, V, VI, respectively. Simulation results of our case study are

discussed in Section VII. Section VIII concludes our work.

II. RELATED WORK

Co-simulation frameworks for platoons have been presented in

recent literature. In [9], a co-simulation environment has been

implemented using VISSIM (for traffic simulation), ns-3 and Mat-

lab. In this framework, the control architecture is simplified with

constant desired gap and mainly focuses on upper-layer control

(using a simplified PI controller). Moreover, it was assumed that

only platoon members communicate over the 802.11p standard.

A co-simulation framework based on OMNET++ (for network

simulation), SUMO and SIMULINK (for the control application) is

reported in [10]. The focus has been on string stability with different

packet reception rates and headway times. Packet loss is artificially

accomplished by a module which drops the received beacons by

using a loss probability with uniform distribution. The controller

uses the previously received and stored acceleration values in case

of packet losses. Our proposed framework provides a template for

multi-layer control architecture with both realistic traffic scenarios

and network congestion behavior.
Plexe [11] is an integrated simulator framework combining

OMNET++ and SUMO that extends Veins (vehicular network sim-

ulator framework [12]). It focuses on joining maneuvers of platoon

vehicles and it adds models to SUMO e.g. cruise control (CC),

ACC, CACC. Another framework, VENTOS [13] also combines

OMNET++ and SUMO and implements platoon maneuvers e.g.

merge, split and lane-change. How to extend the aforementioned

frameworks to implement modern controllers (e.g. MPC) is not

clear.

III. CO-SIMULATION FRAMEWORK

This section presents the proposed co-simulation framework

consisting of ns-3, SUMO and Matlab as shown in Fig. 1. Matlab

and SUMO run on the Windows operating system. ns-3 runs on

a Linux virtual machine. Matlab is the interface between ns-3

and SUMO. A TCP-based protocol is used to establish interaction

between the three tools for reliable data exchange. The TCP

connection is established between SUMO and Matlab using TraCI

(Traffic Control Interface). Socket programming is used for the

TCP connection between Matlab and ns-3. SUMO has two types of

vehicles – platoon vehicles and additional regular vehicles. SUMO

also has built-in traffic control algorithms imitating human driver

behavior on highways which are used to control the additional

regular vehicles whereas the platoon vehicles are controlled via

the control algorithm running in Matlab. Control of all vehicles

(including platoon vehicles) is first generated by SUMO (required

for initialization) and then state information of the platoon vehicles

is overwritten by TraCI functions using the control algorithm

running in Matlab. Our framework assumes that the communicating

vehicles to be synchronous since synchronization can be achieved

with acceptable accuracy via GPS with the state-of-the-art 802.11p

devices e.g. MK5 On-Board Unit (OBU) from Cohda Wireless [14].
Interaction between the three tools happens every 100ms, which

is derived from the recommended transmission rate for CAMs

in 802.11p and it is based on the client-server model. SUMO

waits to receive the new information of the platoon vehicles from

Matlab; then it simulates and updates all traffic members. Next,

the states of all traffic members are sent to ns-3 through Matlab

which simulates V2V communication between vehicles; ns-3 finds

and updates Matlab with the packet reception information between

platoon vehicles. Then Matlab runs the control algorithm based on

the received information from ns-3. Overall interaction between the

three tools is as follows.

Tool interactions at the kth iteration:
1) SUMO, as a server, allows Matlab to modify and retrieve

states of simulated vehicles. It receives the states of the

platoon vehicles computed in Matlab in the (k−1)th iteration

and generates new states of all vehicles. Next, SUMO over-

writes the states of the platoon vehicles by the information

received from Matlab and it displays all the vehicles (i.e.,

position and velocity) in the SUMO GUI.

2) As a client, Matlab requests the states of the vehicles from

SUMO. As an interface between SUMO and ns-3, Matlab

forward the received vehicle information to ns-3.
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Carrier sensing threshold -85 dBm
Transmit power 24 dBm

Path loss exponent 1 (until 80 m) 1.9(Large scale fading)
Dual slope model [19] Path loss exponent 2 (after 80 m) 3.8

Distance bin in meters m
0-50 3

51-150 1.5
(Small scale fading)
Nakagami m model [19]

>150 1
Payload size 300 Bytes

TABLE I: Communication parameters

3) ns-3 simulates packet broadcast of every vehicle using a

uniform velocity mobility model. That is, ns-3 simulates

constant speed motion of every vehicle.

4) ns-3 finds packet reception details (packet losses and delay) of

each platoon vehicle. ns-3 stores this information in a lookup

table that is accessible to Matlab.

5) Based on the packet reception information in the lookup table,

Matlab runs the control algorithm for each platoon vehicle.

The computed state information is sent to SUMO to overwrite

the states of the platoon members.

The process repeats every 100ms.

IV. V2V COMMUNICATION: IEEE 802.11P

In Europe, a 50MHz spectrum in the 5.9GHz range is licensed

to Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems (C-ITS) to be used

exclusively for V2V and V2I (Vehicle-to-Infrastructure) communi-

cations. This spectrum is divided into four service channels (SCH)

and one control channel (CCH) each of 10MHz bandwidth. CCH

is used for safety critical applications whereas SCH is used for

infotainment or commercial applications [4]. In our case study,

we consider CCH for exchanging CAMs among platoon members.

Each vehicle broadcasts CAMs regularly over the control channel

of 802.11p for safety applications. These messages contain infor-

mation on the current status of the vehicle (e.g., acceleration, speed,

position, braking action) and other environmental information,

e.g., intersection and road status [6]. According to the European

Telecommunications Standard Institutes ETSI [15], each 802.11p

node sends these beacons regularly at 10Hz, if the communication

channel load is low. If the channel load is higher, the beacon

message transmission rate may be lower and is controlled by

a Decentralized Congestion Control (DCC) algorithm [16]. The

current platooning control trials use a dedicated service channel

to share message at a higher rate (e.g., > 25Hz) since safety

regulations do not allow to use a lower frequency [17]. That requires

using a separate transceiver to exchange platoon control messages

over a special service channel only for platoons and it experiences

less congestion and communication interference since it puts less

restrictions on sending rates, message types, MAC protocol [17].
In our case study, we consider communication parameters re-

ported in [18] and they are listed in Table I. The channel model

parameters are obtained from the highway scenario specification in

the ETSI standard [19].

V. CONTROL STRATEGY: MULTI-LAYER AND MULTI-RATE

As already explained, platoon control often uses a layered control

architecture. The upper-layer role is to receive information from the

other vehicles and from the environment. Based on this information,

the upper-layer control computes the desired acceleration (ades,i)
of the ith vehicle and provides it to the lower-layer controller (see

Fig. 2). In our case study, we use the Predecessor-Follower (PF)

topology in which, the upper-layer controller of the ith vehicle

(every 100 ms)

Lower-Layer Controller
(state-feedback control )

Upper-layer Controller (MPC)

(every 2 ms)e.g. FlexRay or Ethernet (every 100 ms)

Preceding Vehicle states
Vehiclestates

,,
, ,

, Desired acceleration 

Vehicle acceleration 

IEEE 802.11p

Vehicle model 

Fig. 2: Multi-layer multi-rate control structure of vehicle i

receives information from its preceding vehicle i.e., the (i − 1)th

vehicle. It computes ades,i based on position (qi−1), velocity (vi−1),

acceleration (ai−1) of the (i − 1)th vehicle received over the

802.11p wireless network and qi, vi, ai of the ith vehicle. Then,

ades,i is provided to the engine control system (i.e. the lower-layer

controller) via the in-vehicle network. As already stated, the upper-

layer controller runs at 10Hz as per 802.11p standard (assuming a

channel load lower than 70% [20]).
The lower-layer controller is used as a tracking controller. It

computes the required motor duty cycle in % which then changes

the throttle angle position so that the energy generated from the

engine is enough to move the vehicle forward and reach the desired

acceleration set by the upper-layer controller within a short interval.

The lower-layer controller receives the desired acceleration over fast

and reliable in-vehicle networks (e.g. FlexRay or Ethernet) [21].

The lower layer controller may be implemented with a shorter

sampling period (e.g., 2ms, 5ms) considering a typical automotive

architecture [22].

A. Vehicle and Platoon Model

The vehicle model of the ith vehicle is given by [23]:

ẋll,i = All,ixll,i +Bll,iull,i, (1)

where ull,i is the lower-layer controller (motor duty cycle in %) of

the ith vehicle. All,i and Bll,i are the state and input matrices of

vehicle i, respectively. System states are xll,i = [ai ȧi]
T where

ai and ȧi denote acceleration and rate of change of acceleration of

the ith vehicle, respectively.
Overall platoon behavior depends on the inter-vehicle longitudi-

nal dynamics which is defined by introducing two state variables:

position error Δd = d − ddes (the error between the actual and

the desired inter-vehicle gap) and velocity error Δv = vi−1 − vi
(the difference in velocity between ith and (i − 1)th vehicles).

The desired and actual inter-vehicle gap are defined as follows,

ddes = d0+ τhvi, d = qi−1− qi−Li, where d0 is the gap between

vehicles at standstill, τh = 0.2m is the constant headway time (the

time vehicle i needs to reach the position of vehicle i − 1 when

d0 = 0) and Li is the length of vehicle i. In our case study, we

consider d0 = 1m and Li = 4m. Differentiating Δd and Δv, the
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inter-vehicle longitudinal dynamics can be written as,

ẋld,i = Ald,ixld,i +Hld,ixll,i +Gld,iVi, (2)

where xld,i =

[
Δd
Δv

]
, Ald,i =

[
0 1
0 0

]
, Hld,i =

[−τh 0
−1 0

]
, Gld,i =

[0 1]T , and Vi = ai−1.
Combining the vehicle model in Eq. (1) with the inter-vehicle

longitudinal dynamics in Eq. (2), we obtain the platoon model,

ẋul,i = Aul,ixul,i +Bll,iull,i +Gld,iVi, (3)

where Aul,i =

[
All,i 0
Hld,i Ald,i

]
, xul,i = [ai ȧi Δd Δv]T .

B. Lower-Layer Controller
The lower-layer controller deals with vehicle model Eq. (1) to

achieve the desired acceleration. Discretizing Eq. (1) with lower-

layer sampling period hll, we obtain,

xll,i(k + 1) = Φll,ixll,i(k) + Γll,iull,i(k), (4)

where xll,i(k) = [ai(k) δai(k)]
T and ai(k), δai(k) are the

discretized acceleration and rate of change of acceleration at time

step k of the ith vehicle. Φll,i, Γll,i represent the discretized system

matrices with period hll. The choice of hll is driven by the sampling

periods supported by the common automotive operating systems

such as OSEK [24]. For example, OSEK supports periods of 2, 3,

5, 10, ... ms. A shorter hll requires a higher resource usage (in terms

of communication and computation) of the in-vehicle electrical and

electronic architecture. We consider a sampling period of 2ms in

our case study. We consider a state feedback control law in the

lower-layer controller of the following form,

ull,i(k) = Kixll,i(k) + Fiades,i, (5)

where ades,i, Ki, Fi are the desired acceleration, feedback gain and

feedforward gain of vehicle i, respectively. By substituting Eq. (5)

into Eq. (4) we obtain the closed loop system. Gains Ki, Fi have

to be designed such that the discrete-time closed-loop system is

stable and reaches ades,i.

C. Upper-Layer Controller
The upper-layer controller computes the desired acceleration

considering the platoon model in Eq. (3). Overall system behavior

depends on the relation between the lower-layer sampling period hll

and the upper-layer sampling period hul. Generally, hul � hll and

hul is an integer multiple of hll. We illustrate the design considering

hul = 100ms and hll = 2ms. To this end, we first discretize Eq. (3)

at sampling period hll and substitute ull,i(k) as per Eq. (5):

xul,i(k + 1) = Φul,ixul,i(k) + Γul,iui(k) + Ψld,iVi(k), (6)

where ui(k) = ades,i(k) and Vi(k) = ai−1(k).
Since, the lower-layer control loop executes 50 times within one

upper-layer sampling period, we unroll the loop (i.e. Eq.(6)) 50

times to obtain the upper-layer dynamics. In other words, xul,i(k+
50) is found by recursively solving xul,i(k + j) for j = 1, ..., 50
leading to,

xi(k + 1) = αxi(k) + βui(k) + γVi(k), (7)

where, xi(k+1) := xul,i(k+50), xi(k) := xul,i(k), α := (Φul,i)
50,

β :=
(
(Φul,i)

49+(Φul,i)
48+ ..+Φul,i+I

)
Γul,i, γ :=

(
(Φul,i)

49+
(Φul,i)

48 + ..+Φul,i + I
)
Ψld,i.

S
ce

n
ar

io
1 600 vehicles,

Low congestion,
channel load <70%

Average
PRR %

83.41

Average
delay(ms)

6.69

S
ce

n
ar

io
2 800 vehicles,

medium congestion,
channel load =70%

Average
PRR %

67.33

Average
delay(ms)

11.44

S
ce

n
ar

io
3 1000 vehicles,

high congestion,
channel load >70%

Average
PRR %

51.43

Average
delay(ms)

20.15

TABLE II: Average Packet Reception Ratio (PRR) and average delay in different
traffic scenarios

Region of Interest

1km 1km 1km

1

2

3

4

Direction of Motion

Fig. 3: SUMO traffic scenario

MPC [25] is used in our case study in the upper-layer controller

for its ability to handle constraints on inputs and states and satisfy

specific objectives e.g. (i) minimizing the gap between the vehicles

to achieve a desired and safe inter-vehicle distance, (ii) tracking

the speed and acceleration profiles of the preceding vehicle, (iii)

minimizing sudden changes in acceleration to maintain passenger

comfort. MPC can also deal with packet losses in case of congested

network due to its predictive behavior.

VI. TRAFFIC SCENARIOS

A realistic highway scenario is simulated in SUMO with a road

section of 3km length and 4 lanes in each direction where lane 1

is dedicated to platoon vehicles. Platoon vehicles have a length of

4m, the length of additional traffic vehicles is 3m and their speed

and acceleration ranges from 0 to 30m/s and from -2 to 3m/s2,

respectively. To eliminate the effects of the network boundaries,

we restrict our performance evaluation to 1km in the 3km road

(see Fig. 3). All vehicles are communicating via 802.11p and

by changing traffic density, we obtain different network behavior.

Three traffic scenarios are considered in our case study where the

number of platoon vehicles is fixed in each scenario to 5 vehicles.

With 600, 800, 1000 V2V enabled vehicles, we represent low,

medium, high levels of congestion with channel loads of <70%,

∼= 70%, >70%, respectively.

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The behavior of the control algorithm depends on the number

of packets received at the destination vehicle and the time needed

for the packets to be received. In our case study it is assumed

that packets are received in event order i.e. no packet interleaving.

Packet Reception Ratio (PRR) is defined as the percentage of

packets received by the destination vehicle from the transmissions

by the source vehicle. Transmission time of a message is the time

between the moment that a vehicle wants to send a message and the

moment that a message sending is completed; the delay in 802.11p
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includes: message duration/length < 5ms, and several 10ms of MAC

layer delay depending on vehicle density. We considered 100ms

delay as the worst case delay of information and the controller was

designed based on this consideration.
Average PRR and delay for the wireless link between any two

consecutive platoon vehicles are computed and reported in Table II

for different scenarios. Table II shows that 83.41% of the packets

are received for Scenario1; the average delay = 6.69ms. Scenario2

shows 67.33% PRR and average delay 11.44ms. Average delay

might be ignored for low and medium congestion in the control

design. Scenario3 shows 50% of lost packets and 20.15ms average

delay. That huge delay should be considered and transmission

rate must be lowered (i.e. < 10Hz). Results from Table II are

nondeterministic i.e. by running the simulation different times

we could obtain different results. That is due to: (i) other traffic

members controlled by SUMO to mimic human driving behavior

(ii) ns-3 finding of different PRR of platoon members due to new

positions and velocities of traffic members.
Controller performance under different scenarios is depicted in

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Fig. 4a shows the given acceleration profile of

the leader vehicle (V0). It also shows that the 5th platoon vehicle

(V4) gently tracks the leader profile in Scenario1. Small fluctuations

happen for Scenario2 and fluctuation increases for Scenario3 due

to significant packet losses. Fig. 4b shows velocity tracking of

V4 to V0; our controller guarantees string stable [1] platooning

(attenuation of disturbances) except for Scenario3 where V4 velocity

grows beyond V0 at some points. Fig. 5 shows position error

is bounded within 0.5m between V0 and V1. Thus vehicles can

be driven very close to each other, minimizing air drag while

maintaining safety.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We presented a co-simulation framework for control, communi-

cation and traffic behavior for vehicle platoon applications. The

framework provides a design and testing template for all three

relevant components. We presented a case study and demonstrated

the analysis of various traffic scenarios and their impact on the

overall platoon performance. This framework can be used for

development, testing and validation of both platoon control and

communication in different traffic scenarios.
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